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The French National School for the Judiciary (ENM) 
has been providing practical professional training to 
the French judiciary and judges and prosecutors from 
foreign countries since 1958.  Acutely aware of the 
need to have competent judges and prosecutors, it 
is fully committed to training judges and prosecutors 
from interested countries, and some 5,000 of them 
undergo training at the ENM every year.
This training catalogue is specially dedicated to them. 
It offers courses specially designed for foreign judges 
and prosecutors, but it also allows them to undergo 
training in immersion with their French colleagues on 
issues that are common to all of them. 

This year the 2021 edition offers foreign judges and prosecutors the chance to develop 
their skills in both criminal and civil law, by examining the fundamentals of their 
profession in greater depth, but also by taking specialised courses in priority areas, 
such as environmental protection the fight against organised crime and terrorism, 
the fight against corruption. They can also follow a specialised cycle of training 
sessions in criminal justice (5 weeks) or civil justice (4 weeks), enabling them to take 
part in several training sessions on interlinked issues, in a short space of time.  
As well as these courses, this catalogue also contains cross-disciplinary sessions 
intended to allow participants to widen their reflection and enhance the human and 
societal dimensions of their roles as judges and prosecutors. Judges and prosecutors 
can also take courses to improve their managerial skills, essential for those running a 
department or a court, or to discover the field of instructional engineering. 
Finally, the 2020 health crisis has shown just how important it is to be able to 
undertake distance training.  This is the challenge that ENM is taking up with its 
online training offer, with custom courses tailored to fit participants’ actual needs.
The French National School for the Judiciary is convinced that the effectiveness, 
integrity and independence of justice require in-depth training of judges and 
prosecutors and therefore places its long experience at the service of those countries 
that wish to participate in it. We are in no doubt that the discussions steming from 
these training courses will also contribute to our own reflection on how to provide a 
quality justice system.

Olivier Leurent
Director of the French National School for the Judiciary



The only school for judges and prosecutors in France, the French National School 
for the Judiciary (Ecole Nationale de la Magistrature: ENM) was founded in 1958. It 
has the status of a national public administrative establishment and is under the 
authority of the French Ministry of Justice. This status gives the school autonomy in its 
administrative and financial management. 
Based in Bordeaux and Paris, the French National School for the Judiciary recruits 
French judges and public prosecutors annually. It designs and provides both their 
initial 31-month training and their in-service training throughout their careers.The 
School also trains other legal professionals as well as judges and prosecutors from 
outside France.

A POWERFUL INTERNATIONAL 
COMMITMENT
From the very first year of its existence, the National School 
for the Judiciary opted for a broad international outlook. 
As a central player in the European construction in terms 
of judicial training, the school is active throughout the 
world, building, improving and modernising training for 
judges and prosecutors. Conscious of the enriching effect 
of exchanges between practitioners in different countries 
with their own judicial cultures, each year the ENM sends 
numerous French judges and prosecutors to train abroad 
and welcomes within its walls judges and prosecutors from 
a variety of countries.

The International Department of the ENM aims to share the 
expertise it has acquired over more than 60 years. In so 
doing, it contributes to promoting continental law and, more 
generally, to maintaining the rule of law all over the world.

SERVICE OFFERING FOR FOREIGN 
INSTITUTIONS
TEACHING AND SUPPORT MISSIONS

 x A permanent offering comprising initial and in-service 
training modules as well as for trainers training;

 x Technical assistance (assessments or audits) for training 
institutions from other countries, whether they are setting 
up or seeking to professionalise.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

 x Pedagogical and administrative engineering;

 x International issues: organised crime, drug trafficking, 
corruption, terrorism, cybercrime, human rights, etc. ;

 x Professional practice: functions of the public prosecutor, 
civil and commercial proceedings, mediation and 
conciliation.

WORKING FRAMEWORKS

 x Contractual service provisions;

 x Bilateral projects;

 x Calls for tender, calls for proposals and twinning 
programmes in the framework of multilateral financing by 
international organisations;

 x Judicial Training Networks: European Judicial Training 
Network (EJTN), Euro-Arab Network for Judicial Training 
(EANJT), International Organisation for Judicial Training 
(IOJT), European Programme for Human Rights Education 
for Legal Professionals (HELP).

THE ENM IN FIGURES
240 people working at the ENM (including 17 in the international department) and almost 70 judges and prosecutors, train over 
25,000 people a year, including:

 x Over 1,300 trainee judges and prosecutors undergoing their initial training;

 x 8,500 French judges and prosecutors on in-service training courses;

 x Almost 12,500 lay judges and judicial auxiliaries;

 x Almost 3,500 foreign judges, prosecutors and students;

 x Almost 8,000 external partners.

SPECIALISED CRIMINAL JUSTICE CYCLE
A criminal justice cycle to enable judges and 
prosecutors to develop specific skills if they wish to 
specialise or are already specialised.  This specialist 
cycle will cover four themes over four weeks: 
 x Organised crime and judicial cooperation; 
 x The judicial treatment of terrorism and violent 

radicalisation; 
 x Economic and financial investigations; 
 x Criminal justice cooperation between Third 

States and European Union Member States. 
These complementary themes will enable those 
that have taken the cycle to cope with complex 
cases, to set up strategies for their investigations 
and to master the tools available in criminal justice 
cooperation. In practice, the teaching on the 
criminal justice cycle is characterised by alternating 
theoretical sessions with practical case studie, or 
external visits, and meetings with specialised judges 
and prosecutors to encourage exchanges between 
professionals.
A special rate is available for those taking the whole 
criminal cycle: please contact us. 

SPECIALISED CIVIL JUSTICE CYCLE
A civil justice cycle to enable judges and 
prosecutors to develop specific skills if they wish to 
specialise or are already specialised. This specialist 
cycle will cover three themes over three weeks: 
 x Legal liability protection and contract law; 
 x Intellectual property; 
 x Family disputes and international law. 

Participants in this cycle will benefit from top-flight 
training covering the main branches of civil law, 
addressing French civil law, but also international 
law and comparative law. 
The teaching on the civil justice cycle is based on 
theoretical inputs, along with time for exchanges 
between the participants, work on case studies 
and external visits. A placement in a court usefully 
rounds off this cycle by providing an opportunity to 
see how the different topics addressed play out in 
the field.
A special rate is available for those taking the whole 
civil cycle: please contact us.

FRENCH NATIONAL SCHOOL 
FOR THE JUDICIARY

2021 : 2 NEW CYCLES
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IN BRIEF
A presentation of the ways of preventing and fighting corruption from the 
legal, practical and operational points of view: multi-disciplinary exchanges 
between professionals.

CONTEXT
No country in the world is untouched by corruption which constitutes a 
serious threat to democracy. In some cases it reaches proportions such that it 
threatens to stifle economic growth and undermine efforts to introduce good 
governance. In the long term, it leads to the breakdown of the social fabric 
and distorts the economic system and political structure of States, to the 
detriment of the population. 
Intended for judges, prosecutors and other officials dealing with administrative 
or judicial management and prevention of corruption or similar acts, this 
session aims to raise awareness and train these professionals in both the 
prevention and repression of this phenomenon. 
Among other things, the course will make available to participants the 
expertise of the French Anticorruption Agency (AFA), as well as technical and 
legal tools that will enable them to detect, regulate and deal with this type of 
crime more effectively.

TEACHING
The programme brings together stakeholders from the different sectors 
involved: The French Anticorruption Agency (AFA), sociologists, financial 
court judges, prosecutors, specialised investigators, lawyers, academics, 
representatives from the Group of States Against Corruption (GRECO), the 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), non-
governmental organisations (NGOs), financial intelligence services such as the 
department for intelligence and action against clandestine financial networks 
(TRACFIN), senior officials at the Ministries of Justice, Finance and Foreign 
Affairs, private sector leaders, etc. 
They take part in the session in the form of lectures, round tables and debates 
in order to share their experience and knowledge of this problem and the 
steps taken to deal with it. The aim of the session is to increase awareness of 
corruption issues  and to enhance practices in order to prevent and repress it 
more effectively, both in France and internationally

FROM 15 TO 19 NOVEMBER 2021
Enrolments by: 1 October 2021.

PARTNERSHIP
French Anticorruption Agency (AFA)

TYPE OF SESSION
Training dedicated to foreign judges and 
prosecutors.

TARGET AUDIENCE
Foreign judges and prosecutors.

REMARKS
This session is open to judges, prosecutors, 
police officers and members of other 
government departments specialised in 
the fight against organised crime and other 
breaches of codes of ethics. 
Open to members of the 
European Judicial  
Training Network (EJTN). 

LANGUAGE
French - Language interpretation services 
are available; please contact us.

VENUE
ENM, 3 ter quai aux Fleurs
75004 Paris - France

COST
€1000 per trainee, except for judges and 
prosecutors enrolled by the EJTN.

CONTACT 
enm-info-di@justice.fr
Tel: +33(0)1.44.41.88.24

CORRUPTION: 
DETECTION, PREVENTION, 
REPRESSION 
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IN BRIEF 
The IRCGN will present the latest developments in the fields of scientific 
evidence and forensic medicine through a combination of presentations and 
practical work.

CONTEXT 
Everyday more, the success of judicial investigations and the outcomes of 
trials are closely linked with the relevance of material evidence, the right 
choice of technical and scientific investigations, the quality of their execution 
and perfect integration within a coherent procedure, and the clarity of the 
results. The aim of this session is to provide up-to-date knowledge of the 
most significant developments in the area of scientific evidence and forensic 
medicine.

TEACHING
By alternating presentations (DNA, crime scene management, IT expert 
assessments), a comparative view (Great Britain, Switzerland) and practical 
work at the IRCGN, this course fosters collective reflection by participants 
(judges, prosecutors, senior gendarmes and police officers) in order to identify 
the place of scientific evidence in proceedings more clearly.

FROM 7 TO 11 JUNE 2021
Enrolments by: 23 April 2021.

TYPE OF SESSION
Immersion training with French judges and 
prosecutors.

TARGET AUDIENCE
Foreign judges and prosecutors.

REMARKS
The course takes place on an alternating 
basis at the ENM in Paris and on the 
premises of the IRCGN in Cergy-Pontoise. 
This session may be combined with 
"Cybercrime and digital evidence".
Open to members of the 
European Judicial 
Training Network (EJTN). 

LANGUAGE
French.

VENUE
ENM, 3 ter quai aux Fleurs - 
75004 Paris - France

COST 
€500 per trainee, except for judges and 
prosecutors enrolled by the EJTN.

CONTACT
enm-info-di@justice.fr
Tel: +33(0)1.44.41.88.24

CRIMINAL EVIDENCE 
AND SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS 

IN BRIEF 
Overview of the issues surrounding cybercrime and its international aspects, 
recent international developments, digital investigations and the judicial 
treatment of this type of crime.

CONTEXT 
Internet is driving progress in many areas and is omnipresent in our daily 
lives, but it is also a space without borders in which cybercrime can flourish. 
Today’s “cyberthreats” target not only businesses (including the banking 
sector in particular), but also individuals and State.

TEACHING
Through presentations, round table debates and demonstrations, this session 
will focus on:
 x Addressing internet and its language to foster a better understanding of the 

technical aspects of how it operates and of its potential, 
 x Presenting the French, European and international civil and criminal legal 

provisions that govern the operation of the network and foster international 
cooperation and mutual assistance in repression activities,

 x Helping judges, prosecutors and judicial police officers to progress in 
their handling of proceedings, by focusing on practical approaches to the 
different phases (locating and identifying the offenders, gaining access to 
data, measures to prevent the disappearance of digital evidence, etc.).

FROM 14 TO 18 JUNE 2021
Enrolments by: 20 April 2021.

TYPE OF SESSION
Immersion training with French judges and 
prosecutors.

TARGET AUDIENCE
Foreign judges and prosecutors.

REMARKS
This session can be usefully combined 
with the session on "Criminal evidence and 
scientific progress".
Open to members of the 
European Judicial  
Training Network (EJTN).  

LANGUAGE
French.

VENUE
ENM, 3 ter quai aux Fleurs
75004 Paris - France

COST
€500 per trainee, except for judges and 
prosecutors enrolled by the EJTN.

CONTACT 
enm-info-di@justice.fr
Tel: +33(0)1.44.41.88.24

CYBERCRIME 
AND DIGITAL EVIDENCE 

From 25 to 28 May
FROM 25 TO 28 MAY 2021
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IN BRIEF 
A multi-disciplinary, in-depth analysis of domestic violence and the 
corresponding judicial responses, in both criminal and civil matters.

CONTEXT 
Domestic violence exists in all societies. It is an issue that necessarily comes 
up in legal systems which often have to deal with this type of violence in 
a variety of disputes, both civil and criminal. Faced with this large-scale 
phenomenon, judges and prosecutors need a common core of knowledge in 
order to understand the mechanisms behind this violence and the systemic 
responses that can be implemented. 
The aim of this training is to offer a broad view of violence committed against 
women, in particular that committed by their partner. French legislation on 
protection against domestic violence will be presented, and in particular the 
most recent initiatives. The course will also address the psychological and/or 
sociological mechanisms involved in such violence, the institutional framework 
and partnerships for taking care of the women who are victims of it, as well 
as the criminal and jurisdictional policies that can be considered. The handling 
of the offenders and the place of children in such proceedings will also be 
studied.

TEACHING
Researchers, judges, prosecutors, lawyers and psychiatrists will present their 
work or their innovative practices in the field. Fruitful discussion after the 
presentations will be facilitated by the diverse backgrounds of the participants.

FROM 25 TO 27 MAY 2021
Enrolments by: 9 April 2021.

TYPE OF SESSION
Immersion training with French judges and 
prosecutors.

TARGET AUDIENCE
Foreign judges and prosecutors.
Open to members of the 
European Judicial  
Training Network (EJTN). 

LANGUAGE
French.

VENUE
ENM, 3 ter quai aux Fleurs
75004 Paris - France

COST
€300 per trainee, except for judges and 
prosecutors enrolled by the EJTN.

CONTACT 
enm-info-di@justice.fr
Tel: +33(0)1.44.41.88.24

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

From 26 to 28 AprilFROM 26 TO 28 APRIL 2021
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IN BRIEF 
In addition to the legal framework, this training addresses all the knowledge 
required in psychology, psychiatry and forensic medicine to ascertain, 
understand and prevent sexual violence.

CONTEXT 
Whatever the judicial system, judges and prosecutors are often required 
to intervene in cases of sexual violence. In all cases ranging from criminal 
proceedings to family affairs or the protection of minors, this form of violence 
is the subject of special treatment on account of its particular features.
The aim of this training is to develop knowledge that is not directly of a legal 
nature but is necessary for judges and prosecutors at each stage in the 
proceedings when they are faced with cases involving sexual violence. This 
knowledge comes from the fields of psychology, psychiatry and forensic 
medicine.  
This training will also provide a better understanding of the strategy of the 
aggressor, of the traumatic impact on victims and of the mechanisms of the 
sexual violence committed in certain particular contexts (family, work, etc.).  It 
will look into the specific challenges involved in collecting the testimony and 
hearings of the victim and the aggressor. There will be a particular focus on 
sexual violence committed in a family context.
Finally, the systems in place for handling the offenders and victims in this kind 
of case will be presented.

TEACHING
With its strong practical focus, this training will give priority to discussions and 
exchanges of best practices between judges and prosecutors. It will call on 
specialists in the different disciplines required to understand sexual violence 
and its consequences, with a multidisciplinary approach.

FROM 12 TO 15 OCTOBER 2021
Enrolments by: 2 September 2021.

TYPE OF SESSION
Immersion training with French judges and 
prosecutors.

TARGET AUDIENCE
Foreign judges and prosecutors.

LANGUAGE
French.

VENUE
ENM, 3 ter quai aux Fleurs
75004 Paris - France

COST
€400 per trainee.

CONTACT 
enm-info-di@justice.fr
Tel: +33(0)1.44.41.88.24

SEXUAL VIOLENCE  
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